
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER VDJ SERIES 

Our new VDJ Lancruiser 13” Clutch 
& Flywheel package has been 
upgraded to provide more torque 
capacity, endurance & durability, 
giving you the confidence to take on 
the toughest off road tracks.   

Specifications 

Suitable for: All V8 Turbo Diesel VDJ Landcruisers

Recommend 
use:

Street / Offroad / Towing 

Product Type: Heavy Duty Organic Clutch Kit 

Product Code: NPC7751-3HDFW13



Testimonials

Street Quick Performance (WA)  9/11/2021 - 
VDJ Upgrade Results with the new NPC Clutch 

‘‘Andrew was suffering with low performance from his VDJ79. As 
is well known in the market, these things are massively under 
rated from the factory.  He inquired about doing one of SQP 
stage on upgrades including remap and exhaust but after a brief 
conversation- boost and fuel were to be introduced via a GTurb 
upgrade and injectors! Let the game begin.

Red wheel was fitted up and a set of Piezo plus 30s inserted 
along with a intake clean on the 80000km old engine. Run of the 
mill MANTA staino 3” turbo back system installed with the man 
of all clutches- the NPC1600. Standard cross over left for boost 
response as with OEM air box and plumbing.

Onto the dyno and the gains were immediate. First pull it was 
straight over the 300 rwhp mark. Some careful mapping followed 
cleaning up the AFR shown here with real resolution. Super clean 
16:1! Boost was kept at a modest 28psi which is well in the sweet 
spot of the turb enabling the OEM cooler to get it done. Intake 
and cooler upgrades we have seen boost into the early 30s and 
with this much injector available, it wouldn’t be hard to see this 
thing pushing into the 350rwhp region.

We have posted graphs showing torque both at the wheel and 
calculated back to the flywheel. Now the factory rate these big 
girls at a hobbled 430nm. This jigger put down pretty much 
that on arrival. After mods it shows OVER 1000nm! Now this is 
calculated and are we claiming it? Nope! But we will safely say it is 
making well over 2x the factory rated torque right now!!

Another whole bunch of myths busted on this one yet again. 
Factory intake, factory cooler, factory cross over, single 3” exhaust 
and it is punching out over 320rwhp! Some are sold many of 
the mentioned items to make just on 200hp! SQP prides itself on 
delivering the best value for money packages on all platforms we 
work on. Bang for the Buck! Proven performance’’.
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